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Bible Alive



Question 1

´What is meant by the term 
"Alive Bible"? (see Psalms 
119:11 and Hebrews 4:12)



Answer 1
´ An Alive Bible is a friend of Jesus with His Words learned and living in their heart. 

Some Pathfinders have described it nicely as:

´ “A Bible with a warm heart; someone who’s faithful to God”.

´ “Bible told alive through people exploring it in actions”.

´ “Telling God’s story through my heart”.

´ “Being a Bible that can talk and has an aim in life”.

´ “Bible stories being alive in me”.

´ “Bringing my Bible to life”.

´ “A friend of Jesus’ with His Words learned and living in their heart”



Question 2
´ Learn and practice at least four 

shortcuts to learning extensive 
Bible passages by heart.



´ Shortcut 1: Pray.

´ Shortcut 2: Warm up with the ‘Sparky Brain’ Warm Up.

´ Shortcut 3: Prepare the words.

´ Shortcut 4: Have fun learning in a group. Practice in rhythm together.

´ Shortcut 5: Muscle Memory.

´ Shortcut 6: See, Hear and Do

´ Shortcut 7: Add feelings.

´ Shortcut 8: Learn in sections - three verses at a time.

´ Shortcut 9: Walk.

´ Shortcut 10: Out loud.

´ Shortcut 11: Give to others.

´ Shortcut 12: Review.



Question 3

´Demonstrate several 
movement-based ways to 
warm up your brain (i.e. the 
"Sparky" method).



Answer 3
´WINDMILLS
´ARM CHOPS
´STIR THE POT
´SOCCER KICKS
´SIAMESE TWINS
´SHAKE and JUMP



Question 4
´ Using your skills and your understanding of how people commit texts to 

memory, explore two of the following Scripture adventures:

´ Scripture Adventure: God Ruins the Bullies’ Evil Trick, The "Ghost" on 
the Water, Pathfinder Bible Experience Scripture Adventure

´ Read aloud the passages/book you are preparing to memorize.

´ ii. Using your own words, prepare a brief introduction to the main story. 
Consult the SDA Bible Commentary as necessary.

´ iii. Learn by heart the chapter(s) Daniel 6:13-23/Matthew 14:22-33/you 
have agreed to learn as part or your PBE team



Question 5

´ Do the following:

´ a. Share your Scripture adventure at least twice. One sharing must 
be done by yourself. This may be done a in a public recitation, 
small group sharing, or as part of PBE game preparation. Bring to 
life the main story. You may use props, displays, or multimedia as 
part of your adventure-sharing.

´ b. Create an "Alive Bible Sharing Log"” where you document the 
time spent memorizing the Bible passages. Have an adult listener 
sign off on your log.



Question 6
´List three possible effects of a 

young Christian learning God's 
Word by heart and performing 
scripture to an audience.



Answer 6
´ Think about Jesus more often. Jesus becomes more important. They become 

more like Jesus!

´ They are more certain of how much God loves them. They are a more confident 
Christian.

´ They are a stronger follower of Jesus and see themselves as His full-time disciple.

´ They use God’s Words inside them when making decisions. They rely on God’s 
Words like Jesus did.

´ They face the devil’s temptations confidently, as Jesus did, with God’s Words as 
awesome ‘weapons of divine power to vanquish the enemy’! Vanquish means to 
totally win the battle.



Continued
´ They share about Jesus more naturally with other people.

´ They get thirsty for more of God’s Words inside them to give them 
more of God’s love and power.

´ They have fun learning the exciting and dangerous adventures of 
people in the Bible.

´ They follow their Bible heroes to grow a strong Christian character.



Question 7
´ Share some experiences of what doing this honor has meant to 

you:

´ a. What was the hardest thing about doing this honor? Please 
explain why.

´ b. What part/s of the adventure talked to your heart the most? 
Please explain why.

´ c. How did this honor help you to become a "Forever Friend" of 
Jesus?



We would like to thank 
Instructor Henry Lowery for an excellent 

honor presentation! It would be 
impossible for us to continue our 

operation without volunteers like you. 
May God bless you!
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